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THE CENTER FOR

INNOVATION &
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
VISION

MISSION

Cultivating innovation,
accelerating entrepreneurship

Facilitate the launch of the next generation of entrepreneurs,
innovators, and dynamic organizations in the region.

A VITAL PIECE OF A THRIVING
OUR REGIONAL

ENTREPRENEURIAL
ECOSYSTEM
PEOPLE

groups that provide
entrepreneurs with support,
encouragement & resources

THE CIE HAS HAD OVER 10,000 VISITS SINCE MAY 2017

PLACES

Social Media Breakfast

A SPACE FOR EVERYONE

Small Business
Development Center

The CIE space is used for events, meetings,
and classes, and it serves as a regional hub
for entrepreneurial activity.

1Million Cups

53%

47%

University
classes

other; including SCORE,
Extended Education,
and community use

The Center is intentionally and perfectly suited to
connect students and the local business community
with its central location and plentiful free parking.
Curt and Deb Fisher generously donated the
use of the nearly 4,000 sq. feet of space to
Minnesota State University, Mankato. They see
the donation as a catalyst for making the Hubbard
Building a regional center of innovation, and that
vision is becoming a reality. The building houses
several organizations that stimulate a creative,
collaborative, and forward-driven future for
southern Minnesota’s entrepreneurs.

ENTREPRENEURIAL
ECOSYSTEM

ORGANIZATIONS
students, faculty, alumni,
businesses, and nonprofits
offer guidance & support

The Center provides opportunities for
essential connections between
entrepreneurs, mentors, and resources,
propelling dreams into reality.

CIE tours, mentoring,
and workshops

COMMUNITY
STUDENTS
Students, faculty & staff, area businesses,
and local non-profits regularly use the Center.
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spaces where creativity &
innovation have room to
grow and teams can flourish

The CIE is an integral part of
southern Minnesotaʼs thriving

Partners in
regional growth

PROGRAMS

COMMUNITY

opportunities that allow
entrepreneurs & innovators
to engage and learn

nurturing the
entrepreneurial spirit — on
campus and in our region

The Center for Innovation &
Entrepreneurship partners with existing
regional organizations to connect
the energy of University students and
expertise of faculty to the business
community. These relationships foster
entrepreneurial creativity and growth.

20 PARTNERSHIPS
MORE THAN

COMMUNITY

give students opportunities for real-world
connections & experiences.
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COLLABORATION,
Main collaboration space
This is the largest and most flexible room in the CIE. Projection
screens with room-wide conferencing technology, a robust
sound system, and ample moveable seating allow this space
to be used in just about any way imaginable.

A SPACE TO INSPIRE

CREATIVE THINKING,

This space is regularly used by University and community
members for:
• presentations
• company & University retreats
• continuing education & workshops

Training room

Small meeting rooms

A built-in camera and microphone system coupled
with a large projection screen gives teams the tools
to move their big ideas forward. Teams of 12-25
people comfortably use this space for:
• in-person meetings
• virtual meetings
• small classes & training sessions

The CIE offers several small meeting rooms for student or
organizational teams of 3-4 to build their dreams. Rooms
are equipped with a large presentation screen and a
rolling whiteboard, making them perfect for:
• small meetings
• study sessions
• collaborative work

AND INNOVATION
Media room
Whiteboards for expressing ideas, swings to encourage playful interaction and innovative thinking,
and a movable meeting area make the CIE functional and unique.
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Technology to take a business idea to the next level!
With lights, a camera, and a 3D printer and scanner
available for use, entrepreneurs and students can:
• create marketing & social media videos
• practice pitches for competitions & meetings
• create product prototypes
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FUELING BIG IDEAS THROUGH

MENTORING
Mentoring is just one of the many ways that the CIE helps student entrepreneurs realize their business
dreams. After an initial interview, the CIE will connect the student to one or more people or organizations
suited to help the entrepreneur, and their business, grow.

An ONGOING and
FLEXIBLE process
Mentors provide guidance and support to students
as they build their businesses. They understand that
the process isn’t always linear, and students may
need to step back in order to ultimately move ahead.

IDEA

a problem to be solved and
a possible way to solve it

EXPLORATION

research competition and talk to
potential customers

Mentoring enhances talent retention by
building personal relationships in the area.

PLAN

explore each area of the business
and lay out a basic business model

PROTOTYPE

create a diagram, mockup, or model
to represent the idea

PRESENT

share the idea with others
and get feedback

LAUNCH

begin intial sales, hire a team,
and open the office or workspace

GROW

Director Yvonne Cariveau helps students find
their way from big idea to real-world application.

manage cash flow, inventory, and human
resources, as well as monitor and respond
to feedback from the marketplace

Sarah Richards of Jones Metal Products, repeat Big Ideas Challenge judge & mentor, coaches David Bassey (CEED Energy).

Guidance from the experts
CIE staff and local business people serve as mentors. Using their real world experience, they guide student
entrepreneurs through the challenges of starting a business, as well as help them prepare plans, pitches, and
prototypes for venture competitions where they can win seed funds.

The CIE is actively
mentoring more than

30

STUDENT
BUSINESSES
Local business owner Tony Friesen has been
a repeat mentor for the Big Ideas Challenge.
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ENTREPRENEURS

WORKING TOWARD SUCCESSFUL

COMPETITIONS

Global Entrepreneurship Week

The Big Ideas Challenge

Global Entrepreneurship Week was created by the Kauffman Foundation with a vision
GLOBAL
to inspire global collaboration and entrepreneurship to build entrepreneurial diversity.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Each November, GEW events celebrate, inspire, and assist entrepreneurs with

The Big Ideas Challenge is a venture competition open to students and recent graduates. The
event is hosted by the Center for Innovation & Entrepreneurship each spring, but preparation
begins much earlier.

WEEK

workshops, networking, films, and more. There is something for those at all stages of
their start-up journey, and for those that want to help them.

Global Entrepreneurship Week and other fall events promote the Challenge and engage students
from many disciplines. In February, judges choose the finalists who will present at the Big Ideas
Challenge using blind online scoring.

The Center for Innovation & Entrepreneurship has hosted GEW events since 2017. The
SBDC, College of Business, Greater Mankato Growth, and others host events and
collaborate with the CIE to plan an engaging week each year.

As the finalists write business plans and prepare pitches, the CIE connects them with mentors who
guide them. Finalists use the Center as a space to practice pitches, have meetings with mentors, or
take a break on the swings. No matter what the entrepreneur needs, the CIE is ready to provide
them with support.

A popular CIE GEW event in 2018 was speed networking. Participants had a limited
amount of time to introduce themselves and find common interests. True to the vision
of Global Entrepreneurship Week, this event brought people with different ideas
and backgrounds together to make connections that could one day help them solve
world‑wide issues.

On presentation day, the campus buzzes with excitement as judges and participants arrive.
There is a Student Pop-Up Store that showcases the businesses of elementary to college-age
entrepreneurs. Big Ideas presentations are open to the public and awards are presented at the
end, including a People’s Choice award voted on by attendees.

12
$70K

ONGOING
BUSINESSES

IN AWARDS

“

The experience we had throughout
our journey in Big Ideas Challenge made
us more collaborative and more focused
as business partners, which is crucial
during the early stages of a business.

GLOBAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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WEEK

-Aj Rana and Manik Raj Maharjan
2nd place & People’s Choice winners, BIC 2019

SINCE 2015

A WEEK TO CELEBRATE & CONNECT

Other Venture Competitions
Along with the Big Ideas Challenge, the CIE also encourages
participation in other venture and pitch competitions. Events
like the Minnesota Cup, Entrepreneurial Bridge, and the
Assistive Tech Challenge benefit entrepreneurs as they provide
opportunities for start up funds, practice, and help them network
with other organizations in the region.
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SUPPORT ON THE WAY TO

SUCCESS

Maggie Knier

2TRUE HEADBANDS

Maggie Knier was an entrepreneur from the start, creating
small ventures like lemonade stands and dance crews as
she was growing up. She found sudden inspiration in 2011
when she purchased an ordinary headband from Target.
Maggie thought that she could improve upon the design and
comfort, so she decided to hand-make her own high-quality
headbands; and with that, 2True Headbands was born.
Maggie has sold over $85,000 worth of headbands through
trade and art shows and an online store on Etsy.com. Maggie
makes each headband out of soft and durable material, and
the reviews on her Etsy shop speak to the quality and customer
satisfaction: “These [headbands] are the best! They are so soft
and fit like a glove!”
With encouragement from the CIE director Dr. Yvonne
Cariveau, Maggie presented 2True Headbands at the
December 2018 1Million Cups Mankato, and they were a big
hit. She went on to compete in the 2019 Big Ideas Challenge
and was the first place winner of $5,000, earning a position
as a semifinalist in the largest statewide competition in the
country, Minnesota Cup.

1MILLION CUPS
The Center for Innovation & Entrepreneurship is the location for 1Million Cups, where entrepreneurs present
early-stage business ideas and receive feedback and help from the community.
Students and other new entrepreneurs in the area are encouraged to attend and present. Listening to the
presentations and the feedback given provides an opportunity to share ideas and grow from the connections
and feedback they can gain from participating.
1Million Cups is a nationwide program of the Kaufmann Foundation and Mankato’s is one of the more highly
attended events in the country; average meeting attendance in 2019 was 52, up from 40 in 2018. Mankato’s
1Million Cups also one of only a few that has regular student presentations.

WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

Maggie has said that the Center has helped her and her
business in many ways. She says, “before coming to the
Center… I felt like I was just swimming alone, trying to figure
out my business. Now I have all these connections. Through
the Center, I have a lot more opportunities and people
helping me.” Not only has the CIE helped Maggie grow 2True
Headbands, she also finds the space to be just right when she
needs to study.

SOCIAL MEDIA BREAKFASTS

Maggie is very grateful for the resources the CIE and Dr.
Cariveau have given her including networking opportunities,
educational events, mentoring, and a study space. The CIE will
continue to offer support as Maggie takes her business to the
next level.

OTHER EVENTS &
ASSOCIATED PROGRAMMING

Monthly digital marketing training
done in collaboration with Region 9
Development Commission and
Otto Media Group that is free for
anyone to attend.

The CIE hosts an average of

42
9

PER MONTH

• Women’s Entrepreneurship Week
• Design Thinking Workshop with Rochester DMC
• EOS Workshops with Pinnacle Solutions
• Richard Schmitz Food Entrepreneurship Lecture
• United Prairie Bank Integrated Business
Experience (IBE)
• Entrepreneurship & Innovation minor
• Agribusiness & Food Innovation minor
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SUPPORT ON THE WAY TO

SUCCESS

Shaharia Chowdhury
WEBYTOR, INFINITY SOURCING

Shaharia Chowdhury and his partner, Connor Martin, know
that building a website can be challenging and time consuming
but it doesn’t have to be. That in mind, they founded Webytor, a
company that allows its users to quickly and easily build a website
from pre‑made templates. Webytor entered the 2017 Big Ideas
Challenge, and though they didn’t win, the experience launched
their business and connected them with people who would become
instrumental in their early success.
Webytor has been used to create websites and platforms for area
businesses such as the HUB food truck park, Mogwai Collaborative,
and Social Butterfly. Through a connection made at the
Entrepreneurial Bridge competition, they secured a $60,000 project
for a trade school located in New Ulm, Minnesota. They have even
expanded into other countries such as Bangladesh and Malasia.
But the story doesn’t end there.
Every Big Ideas Challenge finalist is paired with a mentor to help
guide them as they work toward their entrepreneurial goals, and
the CIE found the perfect match for Shaharia. Mark Bietz works for
Fun.com, a local e-commerce company that sells unique clothing,
accessories, and Halloween costumes. With Mark’s mentorship and
connections, Shaharia started Infinity Sourcing, a company that
helps American companies find and connect with clothing sources in
Bangladesh.
Shaharia’s family has been creating clothing for large companies
such as Macy’s and JCPenney for 20 years, but Fun.com had some
unique needs that couldn’t be met by those companies’ existing
processes. To solve that problem, Shaharia opened his own factory
in Bangladesh and communicates with his employees overseas
through video conferencing technologies.

LEARNING THROUGH

CONSULTING
SHIRTS.COM
REDESIGN

From June 2018 to May 2019, students at the
Center worked with Mankato-based e-commerce
business, Fun.com, on a consulting project. The
goal was to update the marketing for shirts.com,
one of their websites. Fun.com generously offered
the project as an interdisciplinary real world
experience. Students from the Entrepreneurship,
Marketing, Photography, and Graphic Design
Clubs and B507 (a student-run company)
contributed to the project.
Pictured here are Jessica Welch (English),
Amanallah Zemzemi (finance), Yasir Perwaiz
(information technology), Charles Jennings
(Minnesota State Mankato alum and programmer
at Fun.com), Dr. Yvonne Cariveau, Wes Otto (Otto
Media Group), and Steve Lubahn (Fun.com).
With guidance from Dr. Cariveau, team leads Dr. John Kaliski and Wes Otto, and the Fun.com staff, the students
provided updated logo and website designs, a marketing plan, updated product descriptions, as well as suggested
blog entries to help drive traffic to the website. They also set up photo shoots at multiple locations, including the CIE,
to generate photos for the site.
Some of the photos from this project are in use on shirts.com.

PAST CONSULTING PROJECTS

Not only is Shaharia working toward his academic goal of
achieving a Master’s Degree in data science, he is also providing
steady work and income to 38 people through his business
endeavors. He credits part of his success to the connections he’s
made through the CIE.
Shaharia already has big ideas for a new project: an application
that will connect skilled trade school students with companies
looking to fill in-demand jobs, such as small carpentry or plumbing.
There are big things ahead for this young entrepreneur!
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2012

SETTING GOALS AND

IBE created,
Fundraising efforts began
PAGE LIKES

2014

295

Innovation & Entrepreneurship
minor, Big Ideas Challenge,
and I&E Fellowship created

ORGANIC POST
REACH
PAGE LIKES

114

NOV

2016

Director hired

PAGE LIKES

60

544

ORGANIC POST
REACH

Dream big with us.

7

ORGANIC POST
REACH

16
1
6

2017
MAY

2017

Big Ideas Challenge added
Youth Entrepreneur Fair

CIE opened

JUN

Community asset mapping with SMIF,
Social Media Breakfasts launched

SEPT

First entrepreneurship &
agbusiness classes offered at CIE

2017
2017

NOV

2017

DEC

2017

APR

2018

1Million Cups Mankato launched

First student business consulting
project completed

Big Ideas Challenge added new
Ag/Food/Beverage Division

Fifth student business
consulting project completed

JULY

Over 9,000 visits to CIE
since the location opening

2019

NOV

2019
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MAY
2018

MAY
2019

@CIEMANKATO has seen
huge growth in engagement
since the Center opened.

Start-ups and innovation are key to economic vitality. The Center for Innovation & Entrepreneurship is focused on
developing the next generation of innovators and entrepreneurs. Our entrepreneurial students are from many
disciplines, they are self-motivated, hard-working, and wildly creative possibility thinkers. Some students
that receive mentorship through the CIE will start new businesses, while others may create their start up years from
now. Either way, they will positively impact communities throughout the region as great employees and employers
through business, industry, arts, and so much more.
The CIE gives these innovative thinkers real‑world experiences with area firms, supports them as they launch startups, and connects them to the community and university in ways that go beyond traditional classrooms.

Cultivating innovation in collaboration with
Rochester Destination Medical Center (DMC)

MAY

2019

NOV
2017

Global Entrepreneurship Week expanded
to include others in the ecosystem

FEB. 2019

APR

LOOKING AHEAD

71
$10K SMIF

DESIGN THINKING

WORKSHOP ATTENDEES

GRANT

NEW IN FALL 2019
In October, the CIE hosts the first
Women’s Entrepreneurship Week events

Be a part of the story.
• Mentor a student business
• Share your story with clubs and classes
• Host a tour of your business
• Hire an interdisciplinary student team for a project at
your organization
• Sponsor a Start-up Weekend, speaker, or other event
• Shop at the Student Pop-Up Stores

CONTACT CIE@MNSU.EDU
We’ll introduce you to some amazing young people with exciting ideas!
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COB.MNSU.EDU/CIE

LOCATION

CONTACT

HOURS

SOCIAL

Hubbard Building
424 N. Riverfront Dr., Ste 210
Mankato, MN 56001

8:30 am–4:30 pm
when the University is in session

507-389-1018
cie@mnsu.edu

ciemankato

A member of the Minnesota State system and an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity University.
This document is available in alternative format to individuals with disabilities by calling The Center for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at 507-389-1018 (V), 800-627-3529 or 711 (MRS/TTY).

